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I think I've seen enough
of earthher drunkards and her businessmen,
kings and clowns and everyone
lost in apathy.
One friend alone I have
on earthchildlike, perceptive,
fond of me especially
and so my kind.

PARTING THOUGHTS
of Saint Exupery's
LITTLE PRINCE

I think his only problem is
his heartlarge and warm for sure, but
nearsighted.
Only I can see
tomorrow
as he sees today,
feeling all the same things
individually.
I think when I shall take my leave
of earth—
her poets and her lettermen,
hunters, dogs, and everyone
bound by hypocrisyMy image I shall leave behind
for him—
in flowers and in evening stars. . .
the easier for his memory,
and so-for me.
Jane Bogantz

BLACK SLATE, GREEN WALLS
Black slate, green walls and
before me,
writing i can't read,
a speaking-man i don't hear,
my questions always unanswered-i remain voiceless,
mute, in my corner.
Four year: eons
captive with wooden friends
who permit me to stare at them
and lose myself in the galaxy-mind.
I have been a motionless traveller;
hard-covered inky companions
head me abroad,
from continent to continent,
island to island,
the voyages are solo
excepting starry guides
who lead me back
from the proliferation of the universe
to the sterility of the box-room.
A naked, starving mind,
orphaned by traditionalism,
clings to its wanderings in freedom
while my body waits for the bell to ring.

Joy Buhler
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in chorus
in chorustinny and serenading, simon and garfunkel,
penetrating resonance of babbling voices
rushing tides in pipes
chase a warm companion from my bed.
he leaves;
we've no time to sink
into the canyons of our nightly love;
in the shodows of the hallway
just out of reach, he:
waiting
for the silence to begin.
he comes to me,
caressing my mind and body
with cotton fingers, tendrils of love-peace.
my thought body unveils itself—
naked, offered to the sweet stranger
visiting in shuttered and curtained darkness.
an open cloak, blackness, oblivion,
drapes velvet rippling folds around me.
we sail to universe-islands
where blankets of sand and moonglow
and lullabies of folding oceans
teach me his name and lovesleep.

Joy Buhler

THE PACE HAS LONG SINCE BEEN SET

The pace has long since been set.
The street was tilted long before your time, and
There's always been that even distance between
What is ahead and what lies behind.
"But old man that you are, that you are. Can't you tell me now how far?'
It's been a long time since
Angel wings were made in the snow,
And many a seasoned leaf has had to hang its head low.
So what profit hath he that worketh in that wherein he laboureth?
"But old man that you are, that you are, Can't you tell me now how far?'
The warm can never understand the cold
And nobody can ever understand the
Passing of what has always been old.
The pace has long since been set,
And old man that I am, that I am,
Neither knows how nor when.
Bev Finley

THERE WERE NO WALLS

There were no walls to that room.
No walls for the blind man to feel.
Nor for the rich man to rebuild.
No walls where tears were wrought
And no stains of blood from battles fought.
No lines met, no corners were made
And no magic door stood to open both ways.
When no walls make up room
Is there any warmth in the light of day.
Nor any real need to appraise the dark of night?
With no purpose, no plaster and no deed of sale
There's no want to justify some nebulous tale.
It is only the ins and outs and ups and downs
If our known time that exist in that roomless realm.

Bev Finley
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CHARLIE MAN WAS TOLD TO WORK

Charlie Man was told to work
And to never mind the reasons why.
So with his heavy hands he built
The funny dolls that could not cry.
Charlie worked and lived in si lent time.
And a decent man he was said to be.
Walking in shadows of holy nights
Of little trouble to the world was he.
But Charlie tried hard one day to think
Of thoughts and questions from afar.
So other men had to kill this ugly bent
By getting Charlie drunk at the nearest bar.
Now it is all that Charlie can do
To keep open his eyes for morning's day.
To sleep is blessed release for him,
While other men live the true religious way.

Bev Finley

AUTUMN

Dark-soaked in damp'ning morning mist,.upthrust,
A barren maple tree endures its loss
Of leaves throughout the previous night. No gust
Nor gale of wind enough to scatter-toss
The yellow scraps, but only night-long rain
From every twig pulled down the lacquered leaves.
Beneath the chiarosocuro tree remain
The radiant ochre fragments nature weaves
Into an aureate blanket spread within
The compass of the limbs to warm the roots
Against the losses of the fall, again
To urge the bark-scaled buds to burst out shoots.
So, too, God's grace in fragments falls on hearts
Of barren men and warms their deepest parts.

Richard Hoagland
WINTER

The wailing wind, compounding cold to pain,
With mournful gale grieves through the wire gate
Into the plot of land that men maintain
To bury bodies of their dead. The lateNight storm torments a distant, prowling dog
To hell-like howls. December-driven snow
Whisks through a stubbled field and wooded bog,
Uphill, past toppled stones, and glims gray glow
On one who mourns his loss of youth too soon
To wastes of shame and wrecks of scattered goods.
But then low, cramped clouds part; the far-off moon
Pours down a milky gold on purpled woods;
White, searing joys indart, strike flint, and thaw
His ice of grief and loss with sparks of awe.
Richard Hoagland
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SIMILE

DEATH

The world is beautiful to me.
There's no need of change.
I move on a soft blanket.
I am a parasite.
All I want is given to me in this world of mine.
I am alive.
Feeling with senses that will be keen.
Yet I am alone.
Facing the cold unknown of death.
I am afraid.
For I can not know what is beyond death from
this life.
I am an unborn child.
Waiting to be killed, my life taken from
this world I know.
Waiting for birth.

Cindy Hoffman

I am a flame;
I stand tall and am proud to burn brightly,
I shed light so that others may find
their way.
But I waver with the slightest breath,
Shying from whom the wind blows.
The shadows I cast are not true,
And with the strong winds of doubt,
I am gone.

Cindy Hoffman

SIMPLICITY

Simplicity;
A child's trusting gaze.
A drop of dew
On the petal of the rose.
The wing of a dragon fly
Or the woods in spring.
Love.
Simplicity and yet complexity.
The complexity of simplicity.

Cindy Hoffman

in quest

father God,
do you feel the cancer of
my soul?
can you
with your sovereign
omnipotent
omniscient
presence
touch
the quivering mass
of loneliness
eating at
the essence of one
small
human
shell?
dare i believe?
dare i stake my fleeting cell of hope
on what i cannot see
what i cannot understand
what may be the product
of my own egotism?
that God
creator God
sovereign ruler of planet
upon solar system
upon universe
should love
should feel
should touch
should heal
this tiny speck in his creation
this tiny blot upon the masterpiece of
perfection
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should care
most of all, should care.
father God,
your power
your love
is beyond my comprehension
too great for this small
human
shell
to hold;
i cannot understand
i cannot believe
help thou mine unbelief
and mold my tiny broken love
into the wholeness
of your Being.

Linda Hulsman

Lord, have i told
Lord,
have i told you i love you?
have i told you
how sometimes in the middle
of a busy day
your love reaches
out to startle me with
its immensity?
(though i should not
i suppose
be surprised
your presence
has often
engulfed me)
but i
so soon forget
Lord,
have i told you i love you?

Linda Hulsman

drill a well in me Jesus
drill
a well
in me
Jesus—
a well
of
your
peace
'cause once
along the road
(the ruts were
especially deep that day)
i drank
from your wel I
a small
beaker
full of living water
and
(though the ruts were
especially deep that day)
it was a long while
ere i
thirsted again

Linda Hulsman
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would i were running

would i were running through some soft
green meadow
flying above the grasp
of time
knee-deep in soft green grass
that smothers all sensations save
beauty all around
running
flying
leaping
hand-in-hand with a love
i have always loved
no uncertainty save
that of forever

but reality
dark and grey mingle to black out
all glimpse of the sun
the ground beneath me opens
possessive arms
waiting to reclaim her own
ashes to ashes
dust to dust
fear is a gloved hand smothering a
bewi Idered cry
and blind shuffling
one step
then another
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then another
love is a mirage in the distance
taunting with the reality of its unreality
for love is unlove; unlove is love
from the dust we came
to the dust we must return
epilogue
father
father of the universe
speak to us poor creatures of despair
children of the finite
breathe into us the breath of the infinite
running
flying
leaping
in a garden where mirages pulse with
reality of love
my child
child of my love
once i gave you the garden and you
ran
flew lept
in the green grass of my presence
but kneeling in the king's
meadow
you cried for dung
and finite colored infinite
into obscurity

but child
stiII chiId of my love
i'll walk with you now in the shadows
hand-in-hand with a love
that has always loved
no uncertainty save
that of forever
and though now you see through a
glass darkly
then face to face
now the dust
then the garden

Linda Hulsman
HUMAN NEED: ITS EFFECT ON COMMUNITY
Linda Hulsman
Since time began, man has formed societies
and built inter-personal relationships to protect
him from an alien environment and to satisfy
other needs basic to his personality. These univeral needs—physical, psychological, spiritual,
and intellectual—form the foundation upon which
civilization itself rests. The created world, and
man himself as a part of that creation, are so de
signed as to make human life possible only
through the united effort of man with man.

of the lack of need is apparent in the Hell of
Lewis'description. However,the heavenly beings
in the allegory exist in perfect community in
spite of, or perhaps because of, the absence of
need. We must conclude, then, that divine com
munity rests on an entirelydifferent base than do
earthly relationships. In this paper I shall at
tempt to explore the two bases for communityearthly and heavenly—and to show the superi
ority of God's blueprint for unity.

C. S. Lewis, in his allegory The Great Divorce
suggests that one of the ways in which both
Heaven and Hell differ markedly from earth is
that in eternity there are no needs.1 Community
on the basis of need is, therefore, an impossi
bility. This lack of social relationships because

The psychologist Abraham Mas low has theo
rized that the needs of a human being can be
divided into six basic categories:
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a)

physical needs—food, water, sex, rest

b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

safety needs—security, absence of danger or threat
love needs-to be loved by others and to
love others
esteem needs-to respect oneself and to
be respected by others
self-actualization needs-to achieve
one's potentiality
cognitive needs-the need to k n o w 2

from every direction, and affects our thinking
about love from early childhood. One of Lewis'
heavenly characters expresses this misconception of love quite well: "What we called love
down there was mostly the craving to be loved,
In the main I loved you (her husband) for my
own sake: because I needed y o u . "3

Another example is the historic failure of vir
tually all communal experiments in American
These needs serve the purpose of motivating history. This lack of success seems due to the
an individual to create a society or a relation- lack of personal initiative in a socialistic sysship in which the requirements of his personality tern. People in general will not work in a corncan be met. Man seeks to meet his physical and munity unless their efforts produce personal gain
safety needs in human societal organization: his proportionate to their toil. Pooling resources for
love and esteem needs he attempts to satisfy the common good is alien to the basic selfish
through inter-personal relationships; his self- impulses of mankind,
actualization and cognitive requirements are
dealt with in his search for truth and knowledge.
The curse of man is that through his efforts
'at community his needs can never be completely
Thefact that human beings enter into relation- fulfilled. He can never be certain that some
ships with one another for the purpose of sat- stroke of Fate will not tear apart his safety and
isfying the personal needs of all involved tends and deprive him of his physical needs. His efto make community a means to selfish ends, a forts at love and mutual respect seem a mockery
partnership for the purpose of individual benefit, when he recognizes that his relationships are
This results in men virtually using other men, a nothing more than pooled selfishness. And his
concept the complete antithesis of any definition need to know himself and the universe seems
of love or of true community. The question that swallowed in an elusive search for truth. Just
must be asked concerning all such relationships as Lewis' Hell met human needs with commodis this: what purpose at the heart of this relation 't'es that were not real,4 so earthly community
as a means t0 satisfy needs fails to produce any
is not ultimately selfish?
real fulfillment.
An obvious example is the treatment of ro
mantic love by the communications media. The
average heroine falls in love with the average
hero because he is handsome, intelligent, and
everything she wants in a man. She is saying, in
so many words, "I love me and want you because
you make me happy." This concept bombards us

Heavenly community differs from its earthly
counterpart in that it has as its basis not selfish
needs, but true love. This love consists of vol
untarily putting oneself under subjection to God
first of all and then to others. Such submission
to another's will involves a complete denial of
19

our personal right to meet our own needs. Yet
paradoxically, although we do not try to satisfy
our needs, they are completely met. This deep
truth of the Christian faith is set forth by Jesus
in Matthew 16:25 when He states: "Whoever
wants to save his life will lose it, but whoever
loses his life for Me shall find i t . "
In our earthly frame of reference God's solu
tion to the problem of human need seems absurd.
His road to fulfillment lies on the path of the
servant, not the king. We must submit to our
neighbors, to our families, to our government, to
our enemies, and most of all to God Himself.
Without servitude we can never be truly great;
without dying to our personal rights and needs
we can never be made complete.
In spite of its apparent absurdity God's plan
for community has the effect of completely ful
filling all of our needs. Our physical needs He
promises to supply; security He provides by pro
tecting us from anything outside of His plan;
love and respect are ours through the community
that selfless submission makes possible with
one another; we come to know ourselves and the
universe through union with our Creator and with
our fellow-creations. A beautiful summary of the
fulfillment God's plan brings in made by another
of Lewis' heavenly beings: "What needs conld
I have now that I have all? I am full now, not
empty. I am in Love Himself, not lonely. Strong,
not weak. We have no need for one another now:
we can begin to love truly." 5
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The absence of need is what makes possible
heavenly community. There can bp, then, unity
not for the sake ofpersonal ends, but for the pur
pose of glorifying God and of exhibiting His per
fect love. Only in such a relationship can true
love exist. One cannot approach God's plan with
the goal of fulfilling his own needs, although
God's blueprint does include the satisfaction of
need; one must follow the heavenly map because
of some motive higher than himself, the love of
God.
We conclude, therefore, that earthly community
differs from heavenly community in three basic
ways-its basis, its purpose, and its results.
Man's plan is based on human need and exists
for purpose of satisfying selfish impulses; it
must, by its very nature, ultimately fail. God's
blueprint, on the other hand, points toward ser
vice to God and others based on love, and will
always resultin complete fulfillment. All Heaven
calls to us to choose the better way.
1 C. S. Lewis, The Great Divorce (New York:
Macmillan Company 1946), pp. 21, 34.
2 Richard L.Morgan, Phychology (Westinghouse
Learning Corporation, 1970), Unit 6, p. 10.
3

Lewis, op. cit., p. 113.

4

Ibid., p. 21.

5

Ibid., p. 113,

Day
Bright, clear
Laughing, singing, playing
Noise, light, joy, sun
Glowing, sinking, fading
Dark, silent
Night

Love
full, bright
smiling, laughing, singing
joy, sadness, loneliness, pain
feeling, wanting, crying
lost, empty
Life

Sunlight
Warm, Bright
Loving, Singing, Living
Morning, Noon, Evening, Night
Holding, Feeling, Sharing
Soft, Silver
Moonlight

by Lois Lesh

THE SUN MAY BE BRIGHT
1

The sun may be bright but the soul is cold.
There is the feeling of an empty tranquility
that rests within. . .
There is an intrinsic truth in which you believe,
but where has it gone?
Perhaps it has been conformed to an unanimated
style of thinking that leads you unawaringly
down the River Acheron. And there you float,
waiting only for the "Sabbath" to come so you
won't sink.
2
So often we are like shells that vainly echo only air.

3
To endure life as an epilogue of what is to come . . .Death!
or
To engage yourself with the reality of creation. . .Life!

Jim Small

WHO WILL END THE CRY OF THE NATIONS

Who will end the cry of the nations
Who will wipe away the lingering tears?
How long this surge of destruction and devasta
tion
Peace will not come without blood innocent
Nor by a moments signing of a treaty for amity,
But from some peace-grieved heart wrung and rent,
How is that our knowledge mocks us to our faces
And our neighborly intentions incur the reproach
of other nations
Could it be that greed is our whip and fear our
harness lace?
Is there one to rise and teach the nations His way,
To give, even if himself, till he have want,
And be the sacrifice upon the altar to lay?
A seed falls upon the greedy earth;
There it lies a time before it dies,
But, only the character of its offspring can tell
its worth.
Wanda Smith
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I WAS THINKING OF YOU
I was thinking of you while walking along in the
noise of the quiet.
Light and fluffy is how I felt because I knew I had
you.
I skipped along kicking the pebbles out of their
bed, but they could not share my joy. They
roused only long enough to bid me well and
then went eagerly back to sleep.
My heart beat wildly as I ran across the carpet of
green. My feet spoke to the leaves which had
visited the grass. The leaves, just as happy as
I, replied rejoicingly, for they knew my feeling.
Mr. Grass just waved ecstatically as if to hurry
me on to be with you in who he knew my hap
piness was found.
The breeze accompanied me in my song about you.
Each member of this breezy band blew his
delightful tune skillfully and thoughtfully in my
ear.
Then as if they could not but participate in what
they thought was play, the children of the trees
scurried, whirled, and twirled anxiously from
their homes.
So there I was, happy and escorted by these
fairy-like friends. These friends of mine have
in the course of their occupation observed
many a liver. They mourn with the mourner and
shout for joy when with the happy. But never
have we seen, said they, and made merry
melody for a more delightful pair than you two.
Wanda Smith
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CHAPTER 31.5: OSMOND'S PROPOSAL
Gloria Nussbaum
INTRODUCTION
For the inveterate "Jacobite", the specula
tions into which the Master, in many instances,
too many it may be affirmed, indeed, even among
the aforesaid, may draw the reader are sources
both, if not equally, of gratification and frustra
tion. And not so much as to his meaning which
is indubitably there. But as to what, so to speak,
is not "there." Thus we discover in The Portrait
of a Lady the perhaps plethoric richness of two
or possibly three developed scena in which our
heroine receives offers of marriage which by the
inscrutable or, at any rate, the indiscrutables
decrees of her creator she rejects. Yet the cru
cial, fatal even, proposal and acceptance of a
third, or possibly fourth, offer involving Gilbert
Osmond affronts the consciousness of thebaffled
reader with a congeries of lacunae which thick
ens and multiplies merely upon every subsequent
immersion into the book. What did Osmond saywhat batteries did he bring to bear upon the
triply armored citadel of Isabel's heart? What
did she say? These and other questions the fol
lowing passages will attempt to answer, with
whatever apologies are necessary.

C. M. D.
The motivation behind unexpected action is
necessarily vague to the observer, and the just
ification for personal fulfillment is at times
equally as obscure. In the case of our heroine,
the dictates of her conscience in regard to the

acceptance of a proposal by a most unlikely
suitor leave much room for skepticism. Yet there
are believable possibilities of motivation for her
rather inconsistent and surprising decisions.
Perhaps she had finally come to the end of her
fruitless wandering; the search for "doing" had
been replaced by the search for "belonging."
There are occasions when even the independent
woman yearns for an acceptable escape from her
world of self-inflicted demands and standards.
We are our own most exacting critics, and for
Miss Archer, this realization may have become
so uninviting as to be totally rejected. The sub
conscious pressure of the tremendous expecta
tions she envisioned for herself could easily
have created a kind of desperation to be freed
from her own captivity. Her stringency with her
self may have led to undeniable desires for an
honorable "way out." Her ambitions and goals
had led her to great knowledge, but in turn her
knowledge had led her to much grief. Though
mentally she had desired the exposure to suffer
ing, emotionally she was not equipped to handle
the full reality it presented.
In Gilbert Osmond, a means of release hitherto
unobtainable was made available to the unsus
pecting Isabel. Here shefound a means of ration
alization for her succumbing to the convention
of marriage. In losing her apparent freedom and
self-possession she was open to criticism from
all sides. And perhaps even this fact perversely
added to her delight in the match; she was fol
lowing her own will, no matter how unjustifiable
or absurd it appeared. In Osmond she found the
attractiveness of a man who though unimportant
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by the world's standards was nonetheless by his
very indifference to such trivia elevated to levels
of superiority in her own mind. Her willingness
to believe in him because of his absolute belief
in himself may have enabled her to at last re
linquish her freedom for the security and normalcy
of married life. In Osmond, Isabel saw a chance
for concentration her efforts toward knowledge in
one direction, and she sensed the satisfaction
of giving to someone who was in need of her.
She was not taking or being taken. In this as
sumption she erred.

low chaise lounge, discriminately appraising the
arrangement of a variety of mirrors on the dingy
wall. He caught sight of himself in one gigantic
antique mirror, showy but rather damaged, and
he was slightly taken aback at the grotesque
distortion the reflection presented. He grinned
and raised his eyebrows, only to create a further
disfigurement of his image in the glass. He turn
ed quickly as Isabel entered the room and eager
ly approached him. With a great show of tender
ness and protection he accompanied her to a
waiting carriage which transported them to their
destination, a late evening survey of the impos
ing ruins of the Coliseum. They alighted from the
coach and arm in arm strolled through the mag
nificent debris which had once been an architec
tural masterpiece. The labyrinthian tunnels lay
exposed to the unnatural light; this maze of
corridors promised hope of escape and the illu
sion of choice, but ended only in confusion and
futility-an inescapable trap. The couple stopped
and gazed silently at the darkened splendor be
neath them.

She was looking for power--power she could
respect and trust. Her desire to expand rather
than limit her own freedom was allowing her the
semblance of choice, but her strengths in per
sonality also created the "blind spots" which
were to be her downfall. Her primitive passion
overrided her cultivated reason and allowed her
to gaze at an illusory sculpture, exquisitely and
tastefully executed on the outside, but scarred
with inner layers of baser metals. Her eye was
not trained to discern the quality of the entire
work, and it was here that her capabilities failed
"How marvelous!" Isabel murmured softly.
her. For as a connoisseur of a number of finelycarved masculine figures, she could not afford
"Even more so with such lovely adornment as
to make such a disastrously wrong evaluation of
you," Osmond smoothly replied.
a particular; the error would indeed undermine
her appreciation of other true quality forms.
Isabel blushed. For some time she had been
wary of such an opening; yet somehow she de
Unfortunately, however, Miss Archer was to
sired to hear what she had suspected and even
experience much before she could objectively
longed for. She hovered between fright and ec
penetrate her relationship with the enigmatic
stasy.
Osmond. And so it was that she was ripe for
picking on a cold and clear starless night in the
"Isabel," he began, "you must know I love
magic of Rome. Osmond had escorted Isabel to
you." This was said so simply that she was un
dinner and was now waiting for her in the ante
prepared to react. "I have no earthly claims to
room to her chambers. He settled himself in a
you and no right to you, but I want you." The in26

creasing revelation swept over Isabel like force
ful waves, reaching phenomenal heights and
plunging to other uncertain levels and depths.
"Most of all, I need you. In spite of everything
I appear, I need you. But I know I can love you,
and it is not your due to love me or express any
affection at all towards me. Surely, Isabel, you
realize by now where I stand. I want you for my
wife. I ask you to be my wife." He stopped abruptly and searched her face for a sign of emo
tion.
Isabel wavered only a moment; then she felt

the overwhelming need to respond as he so cer
tainly wished. "Yes," she breathed excitedly.
For the first time she felt intuitively that she
was no longer in control. She submittedwith ease
to this man who had so unobtrusively just chang
ed the course of her whole life. Somewhere far
back in her mind she rebelled violently against
herself-against her betrayal of her individuality
and the loss of her assertive identity. But this
flash lasted only an instant and was gone, sub
merged for a time, only to be renewed after much
time.

CHAPTER 32
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UNENDING GULLET
i.
Smile little Clarabella
(teeth straight between cheeks).
April rains us spirit
for Dismay's bucolic crown.
To whom who need umbrellas
who fear any myth
who slant licentious cloth
Beware.
A day is parched
under ritual torporers.
This partial admonition:
Tear the black
and sharpen the stick;
Forge the fagot
and slice the scum.
Poke tradition
through the eyelet
and seam a brighter thread.
For Sensoria is pasticcioed
upon our own forsaken Greeks.
Least spare the little ones. . .0 God in heaven!
Save. . .
But all you earthly Christs
aboundingly sail the Freak. Fools!
Better to drown
than to nimbus naked devils!
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ii.
Caveat emptor. . .religion rocks
while art copulates with business.
Caviared literaries pimp
to bid souls on pressed blocks.
Who will give. . .
0 What salvation
will grace our ears?
Which Portuguese sails today?
Which Gram to swallow?
Caveat, caveat
a night will tear
when the Arts will rain
with the indigent, calculating craftsman
who knows not how to sweat.
But do not let me be the last
to fear:
"I told you not to gold the muse."

R. Aivars Ukstins
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SWEET DESPAIR

How gentle are your hands as they tear and rend
My broken heart and cause my will to bend
To sorrow forever waiting there
As I commend myself to you, Sweet Despair.

Pam Spencer

I, THE UNKNOWN

You'll never know me
For I am the Unknown Quantity
Or perhaps I am become
The square root of minus one.
You are a stranger in my land.
I am a foreign language You'III never understand
Although once you tried with a casual glance
that strayed
And I was the conjugated verb you left scattered
on the page.
I am a figment of O. Henry's imagination-Always with an unforeseen culmination
So before closing the book take heed
For I am the story with the surprise ending you'll
never read.
Pam Spencer
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ELEGY

Gently the snow sweeps over Arlington's hill
Pausing just for a moment o'er the place where he
lies.
There it bows in sweet homage, and lingers until
It's blown on, whispering "We can do better."
Dark, bitter clouds overhead in the sky
Weep in anguish and pain upon the young hero
below.
"Some men see things as they are and say why."
And more boldly now, "We can do better."
Withered and brown is the grass; and disturbed
By the feet of the mill ions who humbly came by.
"I dream things that never were and say why not."
And quite firmly now, "We can do better."
Somewhere in the distance the stillness is broken
By cathedral bells ringing goodwill to all men.
While all over our country the great words are
spoken,
"Dear God, help us all to DO BETTER."

Karen Stauffer
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LIKE FINELY CUT GLASS

Like finely cut glass
the faceted words
glitter forth in cryatal webs
which dazzle untrained ears:
yet not here,
but far beneath this glinting fraud,
the diamonds lie, the feelings lie.
Well structured thoughts,
more wise than elemantal words,
sense the error
of vocalizing jagged gems
whose rough hewn form
can bear no verbal cage,
whose worth is solely known
in being done, not said.
To brush the dust of ocean spray
from off your browning arms,
To cloak your sapling form
against a shoulder's curve,
To let the voiceless gemstones
briefly flame their untamed song,
In these the purpose meets the end,
freed from prating, brittle words
within the proud, this silent, nest
where depth is marked
in gentle things not said,
but done.
Robert Whitehead

SONNET IV

The thing that hath been, it is that which shall be;
and that which is done is that which shall be done:
and there is no new thing under the sun—Ecc. 1:9
The umbrous touch of a December sun
Kindles the dormant thought to spiralled
rage.
The solar circle ticks its measured run
Unwitting of the charring holy page.
Beneath this crumpling Word awareness
cries
The fear once felt within the foetal brainInsatiate doubts, like swarming flies.
Banquet upon the drying crimson stain.
The pacing sun is blind to the parched prey
Which twists within its self-borne blaze of
terror.
The prey, a seething shell of conscious
clay,
Invokes its god to hide the primal error.
Then Jahweh leaps against the solar clockWithin the mind the ages writhe and rock.

Robert Whitehead

SONNET ON LATE AUTUMN

To lay the back against unsponging ground
That laps between a brace of stretching trees,
To let the gaze lean out with untamed bound
And catch the wind-borne hint of coming freeze.
Crisp leaves catch up the chilly wind-song chime
And chatter as they fall, a golden flood,
And stir the ceaseless pulsing inner rhyme
Of stretching lungs and limbs and rustling blood.
Tonight this stir of life will rake the death
Of fall into an orange mantled pyre,
And then will richly draw in smoke-spiced breath
Beside the crimson heat of embered fire;
And will, with scrolling curl of burning leaf,
Forget the chill portent of coming grief.

Robert Whitehead
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GO GEIMTLE FROM THAT GOOD MOVIE:
AN ANTI-INTELLECTUAL APPROACH TO
EXPERIENCE

by Richard Hoagland
Deep and beautiful parts of man and life enotional and aesthetic experiences -- are des
troyed when they are sounded too accurately.
And intellectual attempts to pin them down to
definitions or to talk them out cancels the joy of
those deep feelings: they become merely more
bric-a-brac information to be safely and proudly
categorized and cleanly boxed and stored on the
cluttered but dust-free parlor wot-not shelf, to be
trotted out in polite, tea-sipping company, intro
duced around, patted on the head, allowed to sit
on the plush furniturefor a few minutes, and then
reboxed to be stored away until the next time
callers need to be impressed by the interesting
but so-correct collection. The only trouble is that
the neat categorizing into clean white boxes tied
with intel lectualism sucks out the vitality from
these deep and satisfying feelings; and in a very
short time the box is opened only to reveal a
little, emaciated and dehydrated chunk of dusty
matter. The perfumes and odors of darkness and
depth are dissipated: the shining black currents
and whirlpools are dried up.

is the beauty and depth of communication that is
found in silence after a shared experience? Is
such a concept adolescent? Does it only pertain
to hyper-emotional, ultra-glandular teenagers, or
can such a concept of deep, shared emotion be
used by mature adults? I would hope that the
latter is true, that educated adults are capable
of universal experience.

And this, I regret to say, is exactly how too
many people respond to the experience of view
ing a superlative film: they believe that the ex
perience must be dissected, that every emotion
and perception are deep feeling must be "ver
balized" and "communicated." or, to be more
accurated, intellectualized and destroyed. Where

Well, Yes, I suppose this is true; and this is
what many of the scores of reviews printed in
popular periodicals are saying. But there is a
deeper level, the level of universal human ex
perience that has nothing — or very little — to do
with the state of blackness. To discuss the film
on that level, as all liberal, educated, social
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The movie "Sounder" provides an example
of what I am saying. It is an exquisite film cap
turing the dignity and beauty of the depths of
human emotion and experience - love, joy, pain,
loss, need, independence. And these things are
expressed in a good and true and beautiful pic
ture of America that I hope will be exported in
ternationally as a portrait of what America is -for if it is anything worthy of being conserved,
it is man enduring. And yet, too many people
comment that the film is a black movie that con
veys the experience of blackness without pat
ronizing or exploiting the spontaneity of black
ness.

critics feel compelled to discuss it, seems to me
to reduce its essence of universality and to re
strict it to a genre piece about poor and simple
colored folk with good rhythm and open emotions.
No! "Sounder" is not a black movie. It is a
human movie, an American movie, a universal
movie. And every piece of social detail — wheth

er idiom or music or dance or dress — is merely
detail, detail which provides a unique social
setting for a universal theme.
I would prefer to explore the universal
depths of common human experience than to
diddle the details of such an expression.

RAPPACCINI'S EDEIM

Ruth Ferree
The plot of "Rappaccini's Daughter" par Creation story becomes more apparent when the
allels the Genesis account of man's creation Creation story is reworded to fit the situation
and fall with the important exception that good Hawthorne presents.
and evi I are reversed. By reversing good and evil,
. . . There was not one to till the garden.
Hawthorne succeeds in condemning the isolation
(Genesis 2:5)
which protects man from the influence of other
But Rappaccini made no intimate
men and in supporting involvement in the human
approach to his plants, but tended them
community despite the derogatory influences
with thick gloves. (Genesis 2:6)
found within it.
And Rappaccini said. Let us make wo
man in our image, and after our like
Hawthorne achieves the first reversal of
ness, and let her have dominion over this
good and evil by presenting Rappaccini as the
garden. (Genesis 1:26)
creator of an evil garden. Hawthorne's decision
And Rappaccini formed woman of the
to characterize Rappaccini as the creator of evil
plants in his garden and caused her to
plants rather than, say, evil birds seems to re
breathe the poisonous fumes: and woman
flect his intention to depict the purest degree of
became an evil being. (Genesis 2:7)
evil. The creation of plants in the Garden of Eden
And Rappaccini planted a garden beside
occurred on the third day and number three in
an old edifice in Padua: and there he put
Biblical context often symbolizes the highest de
the woman he had formed. (Genesis 2:8)
gree of any given quality. In "Rappaccini's
And out of the ground made Rappaccini
Daughter" this would symbolize the purest de
to grow every poisonous plant that is
gree of evil.
pleasant to the sight and evil; the purple
plant in the midst of the garden, and the
That the plot of "Rappaccini's Daughter"
vial caused he to grow because there
-everses good and evil within the context of the
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was a need for strong antidotes against
his poison. (Genesis 2:9)
And the water from the broken marble
fountain gushed out to water the garden.
(Genesis 2:10)
And Rappaccini took the woman, and put
her into the garden to dress it and to
keep it. (Genesis 2:15)
And Rappaccini said, Behold / have given
you everv ooisnnous Dlant. which is in
the garden: to you it shall be for protec
tion against society. (Genesis 1:29)
And Rappaccini commanded the woman,
saying of every plant thou mayest freely
involve yourself. (Genesis 2:16)
But with a way to become a part of
society thou sha/t have no contact, for
in the day that thou comest in contact
with the way to become a part of society
by drinking the antidote thou shalt surely
die. (Genesis 2:17)
And'Rappaccini said, It is not good that
woman should be alone; / will make her
an help meet. (Genesis 2:18)
And Rappaccini caused Giovanni to come
in contact with Beatrice, and he used her
breath. (Genesis 2:21)
And of the breath, which Rappaccini had
taken from Beatrice, made he an evil man.
and gave him unto the woman.
(Genesis 2:22)
And they were both ignorant of the
poisonous influence Beatrice had on
Giovanni. (Genesis 2:25)
In the Genesis account, God did not tend to
the plants directly when there was no one to till
the Garden of Eden, and the man he formed to
tend and have dominion over it was created in
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God's image by the breath of life. God placed
the Tree of Life in the middle; planted the Tree
of Knowledge of Good and Evil, whose fruit man
was forbidden to partake of; and caused a river
toflowout of Eden. He then took a rib and breath
from the man and created a help meet for man,
and the man and his help meet were unashamed
of their nakedness.
The parallels between the Genesis account
of man's creation and Rappaccini's creation can
be drawn by viewing Rappaccini, the poisonous
fumes, the purple plant, the antidote in the vial,
the broken marble fountain, Beatrice's breath,
and the ignorance shown by Beatrice and Gio
vanni as symbols, respectively, of God, the
breath of life, the Tree of Life, The Tree of Know
ledge of Good and Evil, the river, Adam's rib and
breath, and nakedness. The reversals of good
and evil can be seen in Rappaccini's creation of
an evil woman from poisonous fumes before his
creation of an evil man from the breath of the
woman.
The parallel between characters and objects
in "Rappaccini's Daughter" and the correspond
ing aspects in the Genesis story with the rever
sal of good and evil continue on into the account
of the fall of man. The events starting with the
last face-to-face meeting of Giovanni and Baglioni to the end of the story can easily be mold
ed to fit the form of the third chapter of Genesis,
which presents the fall of man, with good and
evil reversed.
The final face-to-face meeting of Giovanni
and Bag I ion i may be compared to the tempting of
Eve by Satan. In "Rappaccini's Daughter" the
temptation words spoken by Baglioni are "One
little sip of this antidote would have rendered

the most virulent poisons of Borgias innocuous.
Doubt not that it will be efficacious against
those of Rappaccini. Bestow the vial, and the
precious liquid within it, on your Beatrice, and
hopefully await the results." (p. 569)

the last two paragraphs of Hawthorne's tale. In
parallel to the Genesis account, Beatrice and
Giovanni receive their punishments, but their
punishments are completely opposite to those
given to Adam and Eve. Beatrice is condemned
to immediate death without the opportunity of
Giovanni's presentation of the vial to Bea bearing children and Giovanni is forced to live
trice can be pictured as Eve giving the fruit to in the garden until his death. Un I i ke I the Creation
Adam with one difference important in reversing story, the serpent, Baglioni, has forced the god
the roles of good and evil. Giovanni does not of the poisonous garden, Rappaccini, to crawl on
taste the antidote first and is, in fact, forbidden the ground by causing the death of Beatrice.
to do so until the results of Beatrice's draught These two final reversals again reflect the
become known. Because Beatrice and Giovanni switching of good and evil adding support to
have been living in an atmosphere of complete Hawthorne's purpose.
evil, it now becomes important that only one of
the two, namely Beatrice, becomes aware of the
By paralleling the plot of "Rappaccini's
real differences between good and evil. The con Daughter" to the Genesis account of man's crea
trasting version in the Gesesis story pictures tion and fall and by reversing the positions of
Adam and Eve in a state of mind completely free good and evil, Hawthorne has provided a way to
of evil where both become aware of the differ condemn the isolation which protects man from
ences between good and evil.
society and to support involvement in the human
community. Rappaccini saw that man was im
Another parallel can be noted between the perfect even in his evil and so attempted to iso
conversation of Rappaccini with Beatrice and late his pure creation from such imperfection.
Giovanni after Beatrice had partaken of the anti He succeeded so well in doing this that his at
dote and the conversation of God with Adam and tempt to createa pure companion for his daughter
Eve afterthey had partaken of the forbidden fruit. failed so dramatically that he lost his most pre
Here again a contrasting point which reverses cious creation. The God of Genesis also saw
good and evil occurs. While God was aware of that man was imperfect in his evil, but rather
the event which had taken place, Rappaccini was than isolating man from society, God caused man
not, and while God condemned his children for to generate his own society. Hawthorne seems
their actions, the evil Rappaccini was condemned to be saying that since the God of pure goodness
broke the isolation and caused society to be
by his daughter.
condemned and the involvement in the human
The final parallel and reversals are found in community is to be uplifted.
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